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The transport properties of finite nanotubes placed in a magnetic field parallel to their axes are
investigated. Upon including spin-orbit coupling and curvature effects, two main phenomena are
analyzed which crucially depend on the tube’s chirality: i) Finite carbon nanotubes in a parallel
magnetic field may present a suppression of current due to the localization at the edges of otherwise
conducting states. This phenomenon occurs due to the magnetic-field dependent open boundary
conditions obeyed by the carbon nanotube’s wave functions. The transport is fully suppressed above
threshold values of the magnetic field which depend on the nanotube chirality, length and on the
spin-orbit coupling. ii) Reversible spin polarized currents can be obtained upon tuning the magnetic
field, exploiting the curvature-induced spin-orbit splitting.
PACS numbers: 71.70.Ej, 72.25.-b, 73.22.-f, 73.63.Fg
I. INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been the focus of in-
tense study in the last decades as they exhibit remarkable
properties that make them good candidates for molecular
electronic devices.1,2 Lately their application as build-
ing blocks in spintronics has also been addressed.3–8
Nonetheless the importance of spin-orbit coupling in
these systems has been for a long time underestimated.
The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) was believed to be very
weak, due to the low atomic number Z = 6 of car-
bon. As a result spin degenerate states were assumed.
Only recently it was proven experimentally9 that in the
spectrum of ultraclean CNTs the effects of this coupling
between spin and orbital degrees of freedom are clearly
visible. This observation is in agreement with previous
theoretical predictions10–12 which argued that SOI could
be significant in CNTs owing to their curvature. Un-
derstanding the effects of this coupling on the spectrum
of CNTs is essential for the successful manipulation of
the different degrees of freedom of these systems. Sig-
natures of spin-orbit coupling in the magnetic field de-
pendence of the spectrum have been further identified
in measurements13 of relaxation and dephasing times in
a CNT quantum dot and more recently in magnetocon-
ductance experiments14 performed on open CNT-wires,
showing a double-peak feature caused by a spin splitting
of the conduction bands due to the SOI. The observed
spin-orbit energy splitting is compatible with previous
experimental and theoretical values9,10,12,15 and further
supports the relevance of spin-orbit effects in these sys-
tems. Moreover new transport measurements16 in CNT
quantum dots with magnetic fields both parallel and per-
pendicular to the nanotube serve to analyze the influence
of SOI also in the cotunneling regime.
The application of a parallel magnetic field modulates the
distribution of the electronic spectrum of nanotubes,17,18
as has been confirmed experimentally in several opti-
cal and transport measurements.19–25 Further theoreti-
cal studies26–29 reveal that the transport properties are
directly related to the magnetic-field modulated density
of states. The SOI -modified band structure and its im-
plications on the electronic properties of CNTs in a mag-
netic field has been in the focus of extensive theoreti-
cal work15,30–37. However, at present only few theoreti-
cal works exist16,38 which investigate quantum transport
through CNTs including magnetic field, curvature and
SOI effects.
In this paper we analyze the transport properties of
finite-size carbon nanotubes in a parallel magnetic field
in the regime of strong nanotube-lead coupling, using a
tight-binding Hamiltonian for the nanotube system and
Green function techniques.39 A magnetic field parallel to
the tube axis is included via the Aharonov-Bohm phase
and Zeeman effect, and we take into account the spin-
orbit coupling, which is responsible for the appearance
of a spin-splitting and of spin-flip processes. The spin-
splitting may allow for preparation of states with con-
trolled spin and valley (the so-called isospin) degrees of
freedom. The inclusion of the SOI and the magnetic
field leads furthermore to the breaking of the electron-
hole symmetry, as we notice in our analysis of these sys-
tems. Without an electron-hole symmetry spin-up and
spin-down states may cross the Fermi energy at differ-
ent magnetic fluxes giving rise to peaks in the magne-
toconductance corresponding to spin-polarized currents
around the Fermi energy similar to those experimentally
observed in Ref. 14 and as identified in the present work.
For zigzag and chiral nanotubes the finite size of the sys-
tems leads to a localization of the states in the magnetic
field with a consequent suppression of current.38,40 We
show that, as a consequence of the SOI , this localization
starts at a threshold value of the magnetic field which is
different for the two spin species. This value can be fur-
ther tuned with the chirality, radius or length of the tube,
allowing for controlled polarized states. Furthermore we
find that numerical transport calculations in finite-size
CNTs are to a very good extent reproduced by using
an analytical model Hamiltonian in the reciprocal space.
The proper boundary conditions are crucial for the un-
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2derstanding of finite-size effects. The analytical approach
provides as well a fundamental insight into the nature of
the states taking part in the transport processes.
Part of the discussion on localization was presented in
abridged form in Ref. 38. The scope of the present work is
to analyze various consequences of SOI on the transport
characteristics of CNTs strongly coupled to leads.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the tight-binding approach that we use for modelling our
system, where we keep the interactions to nearest neigh-
bors only because, despite its simplicity, this approxima-
tion is known to provide a good agreement with experi-
ments.2 Our original tight-binding Hamiltonian is mod-
ified to consecutively include the effects of an applied
axial magnetic field, the curvature of the nanotube and
the spin-orbit coupling. Starting from this generalized
tight-binding model for the real-space description of the
CNTs, an effective Hamiltonian for the pi bands is ob-
tained, which is formally the same as the one derived pre-
viously by other groups.10,12 This Hamiltonian will allow
us in Sec. III to make predictions for the energy spectrum
when taking into account the boundary conditions to be
satisfied at the CNT ends. Finally the transport calcula-
tions are shown and discussed in Sec. IV-VI. An analysis
of the contribution to the CNT conductance properties
of the different effects under consideration is carried out
in Sec. IV, followed by a comparison of numerical and an-
alytical results and an examination of the localization in
the magnetic field of previously extended states in Sec. V.
The great potential of these CNT systems for their use
in spintronics is demonstrated in Sec. VI, where the spin-
polarized currents at small bias voltages are investigated.
A summary of the main results is found in Sec. VII.
II. MAGNETIC FIELD AND SPIN-ORBIT
COUPLING EFFECTS
We wish to describe a finite single-wall carbon nanotube
with a chiral vector41 C as sketched in Fig. 1. The chiral
vector uniquely defines the nanotube and determines its
unit cell, radius R and other properties such as its chiral
angle η, which is defined such that for zigzag CNTs η = 0.
Neglecting for the moment curvature effects and spin-
orbit interaction, we restrict ourselves to one 2p orbital
(pz) per site, as these orbitals give rise to the pi molecular
orbitals, which in these systems yield the major contri-
bution to conduction properties.42 Then the Hamiltonian
describing our system can be written in the tight-binding
approach as follows:
H0 =
∑
i
2pc
†
i ci +
∑
〈i,j〉
t0ijc
†
i cj , (1)
where the indices 〈i, j〉 indicate nearest neighbor atom
sites and the summation is extended over all the points
in the lattice. The onsite energies are 2p and t
0
ij are the
hopping parameters between neighboring sites. We will
shift our energy scale in order to have vanishing on-site
energies, setting 2p = 0. The parameter t
0
ij is given by
the hopping between nearest neighbor pz orbitals, V
pi
pp.
The above Hamiltonian in real space needs to be modi-
fied in order to incorporate the effects we are interested
in: (A) a parallel magnetic field, (B) the curvature of
the carbon nanotubes, (C) the spin-orbit interaction. In
the following we will therefore find the modified hopping
parameters providing these effects.
From now on we shall be using two sets of coordinates
to describe our system. The first, (xi, yi, zi), denotes
the local direction of the orbitals at the atom i of the
nanotube. The direction xi is tangent to the circumfer-
ence of the tube, yi parallel to the nanotube axis, and zi
is always perpendicular to the nanotube surface as seen
in Fig. 1a. The second system, (X,Y, Z) accounts for
the global cartesian coordinates of the nanotube, with
the Y -axis coinciding with the tube axis. In the global
cylindrical coordinates (R, θ, Y ) the angle θ is measured
from the positive Z-axis and R is the nanotube radius.
Therefore when we consider the atomic orbitals, the pi or-
bital is in the zi direction, perpendicular to the nanotube
surface and the magnetic field will be applied along the
Y -direction.
A. Parallel magnetic field
In the presence of a magnetic field the Hamiltonian
describing our system is obtained by the substitution
−i~∇ → −i~∇ − ecA, where A is the vector potential
of the magnetic field B. As shown by Luttinger,43 the
effect of the magnetic field in the Schro¨dinger equation
is greatly simplified if the Bloch functions are modified
by a phase factor exp
(
i e~
∫ r
Ri
A(r′)dr′
)
.44 Therefore each
matrix element in the Hamiltonian is obtained by mul-
tiplication of the corresponding matrix element in zero
magnetic field by a phase factor:
t0ij (B) = t
0
ij (0) e
ie
~
∫Ri
Rj
A(r)dr
, (2)
known as Peierls phase factor,45 where the integral is
taken along a line joining the sites i and j.
In the case of a uniform static magnetic field in the di-
rection of the nanotube axis, B = (0, B0, 0), the vec-
tor potential can be given by A = B02 (−Z, 0, X), or(
0, 12B0r, 0
)
in cylindrical coordinates, where we have
taken the Coulomb or transverse gauge. With this choice
of gauge the Peierls phase factor is given by
e
ie
2~
∫ θi
θj
B0r
2dθ
= ei
φ
φ0
(θi−θj), (3)
where φ is the magnetic flux in the cross section of the
nanotube perpendicular to its axis, φ0 = h/e is the flux
quantum, and θi − θj is the angular difference between
the azimuthal coordinates of sites i and j.
The Zeeman effect appearing in the presence of a mag-
netic field is taken into account by including in our Hamil-
3FIG. 1: System and coordinates. a) Schematic illustration of
the carbon nanotube with the local and global coordinate sys-
tems used for its description. The direction of the magnetic
field is parallel to the tube axis. b) Projection of the nan-
otube onto the X − Z plane. i and j schematically show the
projection of two nearest neighbor atoms (at an exaggerated
distance in order to visualize the different variables). The an-
gles are measured from the positive Z axis and |θj − θi| is very
small for large radii, so that in fact both angles can be seen as
θ˜. R is the radius of the nanotube, whereas Rij is the vector
connecting the two neighboring atoms (here we plot actually
the projection of this vector). c) Real space representation
of a fragment of a graphene lattice with translational vectors
a1 and a2. The chiral vector is C and the unit vectors xˆ⊥
and xˆ‖ reflect the parallel and perpendicular directions with
respect to the nanotube axis. The three B nearest neighbor
atoms of an atom A are located at positions given by dl with
l = 1, 2, 3. d) Reciprocal space for the graphene, spanned by
the vectors b1 and b2. The central hexagon is the symmetric
Brillouin zone. Its corners are the so-called K and K′ points
or Dirac points.
tonian the term HZ = ge2 µBB · ~σ, where ge is the elec-
tronic g-factor, µB =
e~
2m is the Bohr magneton and ~σ
is Pauli’s spin matrix vector. With the magnetic field
directed along the Y -axis, only the Pauli matrix σY re-
mains, which conserves the spin in the Y -direction with
eigenvalues ±1 for parallel/antiparallel spins in this di-
rection. Expressing the magnetic field B0 in terms of
the magnetic flux and with the g-factor ge set to 2, the
Zeeman term is then
HZ = φ
φ0
~2
mR2
σY , (4)
giving a corresponding shift of ± φφ0 ~
2
mR2 for spins
up/down in the Y -direction.
B. Curvature
FIG. 2: Schematic representation of the effect of the cur-
vature of a nanotube on the transfer integrals between the
orbitals of nearest neighbor atoms. The pz orbitals are not
parallel anymore, so that a mixing with the orbitals building
the σ bonds takes place.
Due to the curvature of the nanotube lattice, the 2pz or-
bitals which are parallel to each other in the graphene
are not parallel anymore (see Fig. 2). This new inter-
play of the chemical bonds has to be taken into account,
and we have to recalculate the hopping between pz or-
bitals accordingly. This hopping will now have not only
components due to orbitals normal to the atomic plane,
but also due to tangent ones. The hopping between two
neighboring pz orbitals at sites i and j is then
( zi|H|zj ) = V pipp n⊥(zi) ·n⊥(zj)+V σpp n‖(zi) ·n‖(zj) (5)
where n⊥(zi) and n‖(zi) are the normal and tangential
components of a unit vector in the direction of the pz
orbital at site i, |zi ), and V σpp and V pipp are the transfer in-
tegrals giving rise to σ and pi orbitals in flat 2D graphene,
respectively. We use throughout the paper round brack-
ets to indicate states in the absence of spin-orbit inter-
action and we will leave the normal bracket notation for
the states that include this perturbation, as introduced
in Ref. 10. The parallel component of n(αi) is its pro-
jection along Rji given by n
‖(αi) =
n(αi)·Rji
|Rji|2 Rji, and
n⊥(αi) = n(αi) − n‖(αi), where Rji = Rj − Ri is the
vector connecting the two sites. Therefore
( zi|H |zj ) = V pipp n(zi) · n(zj)
+ (V σpp − V pipp)
(n(zi) ·Rji)(n(zj) ·Rji)
|Rji|2
.
(6)
For the case of pz orbitals this means that
( zi|H|zj ) = V pipp cos (θi − θj)
− (V σpp − V pipp)
R2
a2C
[1− cos (θi − θj)]2 ,
(7)
where aC = |Rji| is the distance between neighboring
atoms.
4C. Spin-orbit coupling (SOI)
Carbon 2p orbitals present a weak spin-orbit interaction
(SOI ).46 Because the effect of this interaction is small we
shall treat it as a perturbation, and consider its effects
to the lowest order.
We follow here the method used by Ando,10 and adapt it
to the case of spins in the direction of the parallel mag-
netic field. First we have to calculate the modification
of the 2pz atomic orbitals once the SOI is included. The
Hamiltonian describing this interaction is given at the
atomic level by47
Hso = ~
4m2c2
(∇V × p) · ~σ, (8)
where V (r) is the atomic potential, m is the free-electron
mass and p is the momentum operator
As described in Appendix A we include the SOI Hamil-
tonian as a perturbation and obtain to first order the
modified pz orbitals, |zjs〉 with s =↑y, ↓y, denoting the
spin up/down in the Y -direction. The perturbed orbital
|zjs〉 does not have anymore a well defined spin and the
spin in the axial direction s indicates merely the main
character of the state. Moreover |zjs〉 contains also an
admixture of the p orbitals building the σ bonds.
The transfer integrals for these perturbed states are now
given by
t↑↑ = 〈zi ↑y |H |zj ↑y〉 ' V pipp cos (θi − θj)− (V σpp − V pipp)
R2
a2C
[cos (θi − θj)− 1]2
+ 2iδ
{
V pipp sin (θi − θj) + (V σpp − V pipp)
R2
a2C
sin (θi − θj) [1− cos (θi − θj)]
}
,
t↓↓ = 〈zi ↓y |H |zj ↓y〉 = 〈zi ↑y |H |zj ↑y〉∗,
t↑↓ = 〈zi ↑y |H |zj ↓y〉 ' −δ
(
e−iθj + e−iθi
)
(V σpp − V pipp)
RYji
a2C
[cos (θi − θj)− 1] ,
t↓↑ = 〈zi ↓y |H |zj ↑y〉 = −〈zi ↑y |H |zj ↓y〉∗,
(9)
where Yji is the distance between the interacting atoms
projected in the axial direction and δ is a dimensionless
parameter measuring the SOI strength as defined in Ap-
pendix A.
With these recalculated hopping parameters we can build
our Hamiltonian in real space and numerically compute
the transport properties of our systems, cf. Sec. IV. In
order to gain a deeper insight in the results, it is im-
portant though to approach the problem analytically as
well. Hence in the coming section we derive from Eq. (1)
and with Eq. (9) a low energy Hamiltonian in k-space.
In this way we will not only be able to understand the
observed numerical features but also to make analytical
predictions and save computational costs.
D. Low energy Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of carbon nanotubes can be written
in the basis of the Bloch functions for the A and B
sublattices in the same way as for graphene:48 H(k) =(
0 HAB(k)
H†AB(k) 0
)
with HAB(k) =
∑3
l=1 tle
ik·dl . As
shown in Fig. 1c, the vectors connecting neighboring
atoms are denoted by dl. As the spin degeneracy is bro-
ken, the transfer integral tl inHAB(k) becomes now a 2x2
matrix: tl =
(
t↑↑(dl) t↑↓(dl)
t↓↑(dl) t↓↓(dl)
)
. These matrix elements are
evaluated in Appendix B explicitly in the limit of large
radii, so that aC/R is a small quantity, and in the limit
of low energies, such that an expansion of the Hamilto-
nian around the K and K′ points of the reciprocal lattice
(see Fig. 1d) is justified. The matrix block HAB(k) be-
comes in this latter limit HτAB(κ), valid for small vectors
κ around the Dirac point τK with τ = +1 for K and
τ = −1 for K′ (k = τK + κ).
With the definitions ∆kc⊥ =
aC
4R2 τp cos 3η, ∆k
c
‖ =
− aC4R2 p′ sin 3η, ∆kSO⊥ = 2δpR , and ∆flip = δ4R
V σpp−V pipp
V pipp
,
with p = 1 + 38
V σpp−V pipp
V pipp
, p′ = 1 + 58
V σpp−V pipp
V pipp
, we can write
HτAB(κ) as
HτAB(κ) = ~υF e−iτη
{
(τκ⊥ + τ∆kc⊥)− i
(
κ‖ + τ∆kc‖
)}
1
− ~υF e−iτη
{
τ∆kSO⊥
}
σY − ~υF e−iτη
{
∆flip
}
iσx˜ij ,
(10)
where υF =
3piaCV
pi
pp
h ≈ 8.6 · 105m/s is the group velocity
at the Fermi points. Notice that the spin-flipping term
is actually a rotation into the local coordinate system(
0 e−iθ˜
−eiθ˜ 0
)
= i
(
cos θ˜σX − sin θ˜σZ
)
= iσx˜ij , x˜ij being
the direction tangential to the tube at the middle point
5of the bond between i and j atoms.
The eigenvalues of Hτ are then
E±
(
τ, σ, κ⊥, κ‖
)
= ±~υF
{
(τκ⊥ + τ∆kc⊥)
2 + (∆kSO⊥ )
2
+ (κ‖ + τ∆kc‖)
2 + ∆2flip
+ 2σ
[(
(∆kSO⊥ )
2 + (κ‖ + τ∆kc‖)
2
)
∆2flip
+ (τκ⊥ + τ∆kc⊥)
2(∆kSO⊥ )
2
]1/2}1/2
,
(11)
with σ = ±1 referring to the spin, so that we could merge
all four eigenvalues into this expression.
If we neglect the term allowing for spin flip (∆flip), which
is small in comparison to other contributions, we have
E±
(
τ, σ, κ′⊥, κ
′
‖
)
= ±~υF
√
(κ′⊥)
2
+
(
κ′‖
)2
, (12)
equivalent to the dispersion relation for the planar
graphene, but with the definitions
κ′⊥ = κ⊥ + ∆k
c
⊥ + σ∆k
SO
⊥ ,
κ′‖ = κ‖ + τ∆k
c
‖.
(13)
Neglecting the spin-flipping terms we recover a well-
defined spin in our problem, so that we can distinguish
between spin-up and spin-down eigenfunctions.
The magnetic field modifies the dispersion relation fur-
ther via the Aharonov-Bohm term, which changes κ⊥ by
1
R
φ
φ0
, so that κ′⊥ in Eq. (13) becomes
κ′⊥ = κ⊥ + ∆k
c
⊥ + σ∆k
SO
⊥ +
1
R
φ
φ0
. (14)
The contribution of the spin-orbit interaction on the di-
agonal of the matrix blocks can be also interpreted as an
effective magnetic field and we can write ∆kSO⊥ =
1
R
φSO
φ0
with φSO/φ0 = 2δp. The other contributions, ∆k
c
⊥ and
∆kc‖, arise from the consideration of the curvature in the
structure of the nanotubes, as it can be seen in Ref. 38.
The Zeeman effect modifies further the dispersion rela-
tion given in Eq. (12) by introducing a spin-dependent
shift:
E±
(
τ, σ, κ′⊥, κ
′
‖
)
= ±~υF
√
(κ′⊥)
2
+
(
κ′‖
)2
+ σµB |B| ,
(15)
that is, levels of up (down) spins are correspondingly
shifted up (down) in energy. Ref. 30 introduces an ad-
ditional effective valley-dependent Zeeman term which
leads to a small energy splitting in the Dirac cones and
introduces a further electron-hole asymmetry. The mag-
nitude of this shift only slightly modifies this spectrum,
and will therefore not be considered in the following cal-
culations.
III. FINITE SIZE NANOTUBES
Eq. (15) allows us to calculate analytically the spectrum
of CNTs in a parallel magnetic field, including SOI and
the Zeeman effect, when in addition proper boundary
conditions are imposed that yield the appropriate quan-
tization of the vector κ.
First, as a CNT is obtained by rolling a graphene layer
into a tube, in the angular direction its wave functions
always obey periodic boundary conditions: ψ (C) =
exp (ik ·C)ψ (0) = ei2pinψ (0). This boundary condition
leads to a quantization of the transverse component of
k, k⊥ = 2pi|C| l⊥, with l⊥ being a positive integer. We
can obtain the energy spectrum of infinitely long carbon
nanotubes from the dispersion relation of graphene by
restricting the allowed values of k by the quantization
condition given above. The quantized κ⊥ are then ob-
tained from the relation κ⊥ = k⊥− τK⊥, which together
with Eq.(14) determines the quantized κ′⊥ values.
To obtain the quantization of κ‖, and therefore of κ′‖, for
CNTs of finite length we have to impose open boundary
conditions in the axial direction, that is, we impose that
our wave function vanishes at the ends of the tube. To
this extent we have to consider the underlying structure
of the nanotube. Here we distinguish between two cases:
i) armchair nanotubes, where each end contains the same
number of atoms from the A and B sublattices and ii)
zigzag and chiral nanotubes, where each end is formed
predominantly by one type of atom. Because the same
boundary conditions apply for zigzag nanotubes and any
other chiral CNT,49 provided the nanotube edge is a so-
called minimal boundary (there are no atoms with only
one neighbor), we shall derive them for the zigzag case.
In zigzag CNTs one end is entirely composed of A sub-
lattice atoms and the opposite end is formed only by B
sublattice atoms.
Zigzag nanotubes: The open boundary conditions in this
case imply that the wave function must vanish on one
end at the missing A atoms and on the other end at the
missing B atoms. We therefore impose
ψτA
(
(x⊥, x‖ = L), E±
)
= 0,
ψτB
(
(x⊥, x‖ = 0), E±
)
= 0,
(16)
where the wave functions ψτA, ψτB are the sublattice
components of ψτ (r, E±), the eigenstate at a given en-
ergy E(κ′⊥, κ
′
‖) and at the Fermi point τK. Because the
solutions with κ′‖ and −κ′‖ are degenerate in energy, as
can be seen from the energy dispersion, Eq. (15), the
eigenstate satisfying Eq. (16) will be a linear combina-
tion of the eigenstate for κ′‖ and the one for −κ′‖, or
equivalently the one for κ‖ and −κ‖ − 2τ∆kc‖. As shown
in Ref. 38 the condition to be fulfilled by the κ values is
then
τκ′⊥ + iκ
′
‖
τκ′⊥ − iκ′‖
= ei2κ
′
‖L. (17)
6This equation has both extended and localized solutions
and a trivial solution for κ′‖ = 0. If κ
′
‖ is real the condi-
tion given by Eq. (17) becomes
τκ′⊥ = κ
′
‖ cotκ
′
‖L, (18)
which represents the extended solutions. Otherwise if κ′‖
is a pure imaginary number Eq. (17) becomes
τκ′⊥ = Im(κ
′
‖) coth
(
Im(κ′‖)L
)
. (19)
As κ′‖ is imaginary, the solution to this equation describes
evanescent waves. Eq. (19) has two non-trivial solutions:
κ′⊥ ≥ 1/L for the K-point and κ′⊥ ≤ −1/L for the K′-
cone.
For κ′⊥ = 0, Eq. (17) yields as allowed values of κ
′
‖:
κ′‖ = (2n+ 1)
pi
2L
, (20)
with n ∈ Z.
FIG. 3: Allowed κ′⊥ and κ
′
‖ values for a zigzag-like CNT
fulfilling the boundary condition given by Eq. (17). At κ′⊥ =
0, as expected, κ′‖
L
pi
= n+ 1
2
with n ∈ Z and when including
the spin the Kramers degeneracy holds.
The allowed solutions of Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) are plotted
in Fig. 3.
Armchair nanotubes: The infinite armchair CNT will be
always metallic in the pi-orbital approximation, as its chi-
ral angle of 30◦ assures the cut of the K and K′ points.
Bloch waves on branches of the linear dispersion relation
with positive (negative) group velocities, υF , are called
right (left) movers, as seen in Fig. 4.
The armchair case was not discussed in Ref. 38. Here
we extend the treatment of Ref. 50 to include SOI and
magnetic field effects. To impose the open boundary con-
ditions we have to build once more linear combinations of
Bloch waves (in the expansion around the Fermi points)
which are degenerate in energy. In the presence of an off-
set ∆, which accounts for the case that
∣∣K‖∣∣ = piL (m−∆)
with m being a positive integer, the branches that are
FIG. 4: Linear dispersion relation of finite size armchair
carbon nanotubes with open boundary conditions. a) The
band structure of an armchair CNT with periodic boundary
conditions around the two inequivalent Fermi points, K and
K′. For finite-length tubes only certain values of κ′‖ are al-
lowed which are here indicated by the sketched vertical cuts.
Branches of left movers are indicated by l whereas r indi-
cate those of right movers. b) These four branches can be
combined into the band structure shown on the right, which
represents the solutions for the open boundary problem. We
have chosen explicitly the case where κ⊥ = 0 and the allowed
κ‖ do not lie symmetrically around the Fermi points, in order
to easily observe the bands of equal energy. Including SOI
and the magnetic field in κ′⊥ leads to shifted cuts of the Dirac
cones and we would have the same picture as here but instead
with parabolas.
equivalent in energy are the r(l)-band at K and the l(r)-
band at K′. The linear combinations of wavefunctions
are then:
ψr˜ (r,κ) =
1√
2
(
ΦK
′
r (r, (κ⊥, κ‖))− ΦKl (r, (κ⊥,−κ‖))
)
,
ψl˜ (r,κ) =
1√
2
(
ΦK
′
l (r, (κ⊥, κ‖))− ΦKr (r, (κ⊥,−κ‖))
)
,
(21)
where ΦτKl/r are the Bloch wave functions for the l/r
branches. We have therefore to mix states which belong
to different Dirac cones.
An analysis of the wave functions ψ± reveals that they
are proportional to sin
((
K‖ + κ‖
)
x‖
)
. The open bound-
ary conditions on these wave functions are given by51
ψr˜/l˜
(
(x⊥, x‖ = L);κ
)
= 0,
ψr˜/l˜
(
(x⊥, x‖ = 0);κ
)
= 0,
(22)
and require the wave functions to vanish on atom
sites belonging to both sublattices (as opposed to the
case of zigzag nanotubes). They are then fulfilled if(
K‖ + κ‖
)
L = pin, with n ∈ Z. That is,
κ‖ =
pi
L
(nκ + ∆) , with nκ ∈ Z. (23)
A value of ∆ < 1 different from 0 or ± 12 causes a mis-
match ∆ = ~υF piL (2∆− 1) between the r˜ and l˜ branches
as seen in Fig. 4. One of the bands will therefore be en-
ergetically favored if an electron is added to the tube.
7To include the effects of SOI and an applied magnetic
field it suffices to note that the Bloch wave functions
building up ψr˜/l˜ for a fixed spin σ are still degener-
ate when considering Eq. (15). Indeed κ′‖ includes a
valley-dependent shift, so that the Bloch wave functions
ΦK
′
r/l(r, (κ⊥, κ‖), σ) and Φ
K
l (r, (κ⊥,−κ‖), σ) are charac-
terized by κ′‖ = κ‖ −∆kc‖ and κ′‖ = −κ‖ + ∆kc‖ and are
therefore degenerate in energy.
The allowed values for κ′‖ in the case of armchair CNTs
are all real and no imaginary solutions are possible. Thus
all states building the energy spectrum of armchair tubes
will correspond to extended states.
IV. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN A
PARALLEL MAGNETIC FIELD
The transport through the systems we studied in the pre-
vious sections is calculated by connecting the CNTs to
metallic leads, as schematically shown in Fig. 5. Nan-
otubes of various chiralities and lengths are considered.
Their transport characteristics are obtained from the
transmission values gained by applying the Landauer
formula, using Green function techniques.52 In particu-
lar, we determine the elastic linear response conductance
via the Fisher-Lee formula for the quantum mechan-
ical transmission53: G = 2e
2
h Tr
{
ΓL G ΓR G†
}
, where
ΓL/R = i(ΣL/R − Σ†L/R), ΣL/R is the self energy as-
sociated to the left or right lead respectively, and G is
the Green function of the central region dressed by the
electrodes, G = (E −H−ΣL −ΣR)−1. For simulating
bulk metal electrodes we will consider wide band leads,
i.e. ΣWB(E) ∼= −i ImΣ(E = EF).
FIG. 5: Schematical drawing of the set-up of our system,
where a suspended CNT connects the source and drain leads,
between which a bias voltage Vb is applied.
We will now show in detail the spectrum and transport
characteristics of a finite zigzag nanotube of chirality
(9,0) with a length of hundred unit cells (about 42 nm).
In order to see the influence in transport of the different
effects considered, we will include them gradually. More-
over we will consider a rather large value of δ to observe
clearly the effects of the spin-orbit interaction. All other
parameters used for the following calculations are taken
from Ref. 54.
With the help of the effective Hamiltonian and its eigen-
values given by Eq. (15) we can see that for the bare
FIG. 6: Density of states of a (9,0) CNT of a length of about
42 nm (100 unit cells) a) within a pi-orbital tight-binding ap-
proximation, neglecting all other effects, b) with the inclusion
of curvature effects as described in Sec. II B, c) and taking into
account the Zeeman effect. Finally in d) spin-orbit coupling
is additionally considered. The value of the SOI parameter δ
is set to 0.013 and ΣWB(E) ≈ −i 0.85eV.
FIG. 7: dI/dV characteristics in units of the conductance
quantum G0, for a (9,0) CNT of a length of about 42 nm as in
Fig. 6 with the respective effects being successively included.
pi-orbital model (Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a), there is a four-
fold degeneracy at zero magnetic field: a spin- and a
valley-degeneracy. The eigenvalues at B = 0 correspond
to the same allowed value of κ⊥ (as we are dealing with
a metallic CNT, specifically κ⊥ = 0), and different al-
lowed values of κ‖ as determined by Eq. (17). The valley-
degeneracy is broken with the onset of the parallel mag-
netic field (Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a). As argued in Ref. 55
and demonstrated analytically below, cf. Eq. (24), this
is the expected behavior if one assumes that i) the shift
in energy due to the interaction of the orbital magnetic
moment and the magnetic field is ∆E = −µorb · B and
that ii) the orbital magnetic moment is reversed when
8moving from one Dirac cone or valley to the other. This
implies that the states in the K Dirac cone will move to-
wards the Fermi energy as their orbital magnetic moment
is parallel to the magnetic field for conduction electrons
and antiparallel for valence electrons. In the K′ cone
the behavior will be inverted with states moving apart
from the Fermi energy. This is indeed the evolution of
the spectrum seen at low magnetic field. As the magnetic
field is increased the evolution of the states becomes com-
parable in both valleys: all states move away from the
Fermi energy, both in the valence and conduction band.
We can understand this behavior in both regimes by look-
ing at the limits of Eq. (17). For small magnetic fluxes
φ, the components of the vector κ′ can be written as
κ′⊥ ≈ 1R φφ0 and κ′‖ ≈ pi2L (2n + 1) + ∆κ‖ with n ∈ Z.
In this limit Eq. (17) yields ∆κ‖ = − τR 2pi(2n+1) φφ0 . The
spectrum given by Eq. (12) reads then to first order in φ
E± = ±~υF
√[ pi
2L
(2n+ 1)
]2
− 2τ
RL
φ
φ0
≈ ±~υF pi
2L
(2n+ 1)
[
1− τ L
R
4
pi2(2n+ 1)2
φ
φ0
]
,
(24)
that is, we have a linear evolution with the magnetic
flux with slopes of different signs for the two indepen-
dent Dirac cones. In other words we obtain the effec-
tive orbital moment at low fields being |µorb| = ReυFpi(2n+1) ,
which depends on the discrete value of κ‖, and decreases
as we move away from the band edges (corresponding to
κ‖ = 0). This is a signature of the finiteness of the tube,
which could not be captured by the classical estimate of
the orbital magnetic moment done in Ref. 55.
The finite values of κ‖ described by Eq.(20) assure the
presence of a gap in the absence of a magnectic flux, as
observed in Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a.
At higher fields the evolution of the resonances with the
magnetic flux is again linear. Now the allowed values of
κ′‖ remain nearly constant approaching asymptotically
κ′‖ → ±n piL with n > 0 ∈ Z, and the dominant contri-
bution to the evolution of the states is given merely by
κ′⊥, that is, evolves linearly with a slope of
1
R as given by
Eq. (14). Moreover this slope is independent of the val-
ley degree of freedom. At intermediate fields a crossover
between the two different linear regimes appears.
As seen in Fig. 6b and Fig. 7b, the inclusion of the cur-
vature modifies the spectrum of the CNT widening the
gap at zero magnetic flux. This can be understood by
observing that (κ′⊥)
2 is larger after the inclusion of ∆kc⊥
(see Eq. (13)) and at the same time a larger value of |κ′⊥|
implies a larger
∣∣∣κ′‖∣∣∣ (see Fig. 3). The states are still
spin-degenerate. We also observe that the states now
cross as they evolve with the magnetic flux. The cross-
ings are possible because of the curvature-induced shift
∆kc⊥ of the perpendicular momentum, which is valley
dependent. We have therefore two different evolutions
for κ′⊥ for the K and K
′ cones, which allow crossings of
states of different valleys.
In Fig. 6c and Fig. 7c we introduce the Zeeman effect in
this picture. The spin-degeneracy breaks at finite fields,
and an additional evolution, opposite for spins up and
down, competes with the evolution due to the orbital
magnetic moment.
Finally, SOI introduces a splitting of the spin species al-
ready at zero magnetic field (Fig. 6d and Fig. 7d). Now
κ′⊥ is shifted towards negative values for spin up and to-
wards positive values for spin down. A detailed analysis
of the momentum shift caused by the different effects
combined with the diagram of solutions for
{
κ′⊥, κ
′
‖
}
(Fig. 3), allows us to conclude that now the degeneracy
at zero field is between a K ↓ and a K′ ↑ subband and
between a K ↑ and a K′ ↓ subband. This degeneracy is
broken at finite magnetic fields. Including the Zeeman
effect introduces a different evolution with the magnetic
field for the two spin species. This leads to the break-
ing of the electron-hole symmetry in the spectrum of the
CNT as it can be seen in Fig. 6d. In the corresponding
dI/dV characteristics we recover a symmetric picture,
as we are assuming a symmetric voltage drop across the
junction. The chemical potential of the right and left
lead is set at EF ± eVb2 with Vb being the bias voltage.
In this case at zero temperature the Landauer formalism
allows us to write the differential conductance as
dI
dV
=
2e2
h
T
(
EF +
eVb
2
)
+ T
(
EF − eVb2
)
2
, (25)
which is symmetric in the bias independent of the trans-
mission T .
The Zeeman splitting leads as well to the breaking of
the quantum flux periodicity in the magnetic field, which
has been checked numerically (not visible in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 where a smaller range of the magnetic field has
been chosen for clarity).
V. LOCALIZATION IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we observe a remarkable feature. The
density of states acquires a pronounced peak at zero en-
ergy above a threshold value of the magnetic field. Once
the Zeeman effect is considered, this peak is split into
two, appearing now at finite energies. At the same time
we observe that the differential conductance for these
states is strongly suppressed. This feature reflects the
onset of the localized solutions38,40 described by Eq. (19).
States with imaginary κ′‖ occur in the vicinity of the
Fermi point K at κ′⊥ = 1/L, and for K
′ instead at
κ′⊥ = −1/L. The threshold value in the magnetic field is
therefore given by
φloc
φ0
= R
(
τ
1
L
− κ⊥ −∆kc⊥ − σ∆kSO⊥
)
, (26)
where we have made use of Eq. (14). That is, the onset
for the imaginary solution in the K cone is around R/L
9FIG. 8: Spatially resolved wave function (obtained numeri-
cally) of a (9,0) CNT with 100 unit cells and SOI correspond-
ing to the valence eigenstate getting localized as a spin-up
state (see Fig. 6). In the top figures, dots represent the atomic
positions and their color corresponds to the amplitude of the
wave function at the site (going from zero to its maximal
value). The two sublattices A and B are plotted separately.
The corresponding magnetic fluxes are a) φ = 0.02φ0 and
b) φ = 0.05φ0. The decay of the wave function amplitude for
these two flux values is shown in c) and d) respectively, where
sublattice A is plotted with a dashed line and a solid line is
used for the results corresponding to sublattice B. Red marks
the spin-up component of these states while blue is used for
spin-down, which is negligible here.
with a shift towards larger fields depending on the chi-
rality (being maximal for zigzag CNTs), and a further
shift depending on the SOI parameter δ towards larger
fields for spin up and towards lower fields for spin down.
Analogously for K′.
These eigenstates gradually get localized at the edges of
the CNT and we can see in Fig. 8 the onset of this local-
ization for the spin-up state of the valence band which
localizes above the Fermi energy. Fig. 8a corresponds
to a magnetic flux below the threshold value φloc and
the magnetic flux in Fig. 8b is already above this value,
which for this CNT is φloc ≈ 0.043φ0 (for τ = 1 and
σ = 1). We therefore see in the decay of the wave func-
tion amplitude (Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d) its change towards
a localization at the edges with an exponential decay for
the larger magnetic field value as it corresponds to an
imaginary momentum. The A and B components still
overlap for this magnetic field, so that the corresponding
conductance is reduced but not suppressed yet. In both
cases they are eigenstates of the angular momentum in
the perpendicular direction, corresponding to rotations
around the tube axis, so that the amplitude is constant
over the angular variable θ. For φ & 0 the K-K′ de-
generacy is broken, and thus this angular distribution is
expected.
The eigenstates do not have a well-defined spin because
of the SOI. However we can refer here to a “spin-up”
state because the amplitude of the spin down component
is several orders of magnitude smaller than that of the up
component (see panels c and d of Fig. 8). For the corre-
sponding valence eigenstate localizing as a spin down we
obtain the same picture with just a different value for the
onset of the localization (φloc ≈ 0.029φ0 for τ = 1 and
σ = −1), so that for the magnetic flux of φ = 0.05φ0, the
localization at the edges is stronger.
Many nanotubes (most notably zigzag CNTs) present
“native“ localized states, present at their edges even in
the absence of the magnetic field.56–60 They correspond
to states from higher energy subbands, with κ⊥ = ± 1R ,
where κ′⊥ fulfills the localization condition naturally. The
native localized states are not seen in these figures be-
cause of the rather strong coupling to the leads, but are
recovered if we reduce it.
FIG. 9: a) Density of states of a chiral (12,9) CNT (η = 25◦)
with a length of 16 unit cells (about 42 nm) taking into ac-
count curvature effects, the spin-orbit coupling and the Zee-
man effect. b) Density of states of an armchair CNT (10,10)
of 172 unit cells (about the same length of 42 nm) and with
the same approximations as in (a). c) and d) are the dI/dV
characteristics in units of G0 corresponding respectively to a)
and b). The value of the SOI δ is set to 0.0028. Notice the
absence of localization in the armchair case.
This localization induced in the magnetic field is also ob-
served in chiral nanotubes as mentioned before in Sec. III.
We can see in Fig. 9a,c the case of a (12,9) chiral CNT,
which has a chiral angle already quite close to the one
of armchair nanotubes, and for which the localization
is clearly visible. For armchair nanotubes on the other
hand (Fig. 9b,d) this localization is not possible, as the
boundary conditions do not allow for imaginary solutions
of the κ vector.
The very good agreement between numerical and analyt-
ical results is clearly seen from Fig. 10. It makes evident
that the spin-flipping part of the Hamiltonian has a very
small contribution so that we are justified to assign a
specific spin to the transport features. In this way we
can see that it is possible to have a control of the valley
and spin degrees of freedom in CNTs due to the presence
of SOI. This feature will thus be exploited in the next
section.
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FIG. 10: Comparison of numerical and analytical results for
the projected density of states in different CNTs of approxi-
mately the same length (about 42 nm). The dashed lines in
the analytical calculation correspond to states in the K cone
and the solid lines correspond to K′ states. Spin up are rep-
resented in red, and spin down in blue. All the lines shown
correspond to the band with κ⊥ = 0, except for the states
appearing in the zigzag CNT at the Fermi energy at φ = 0,
which are the edge states corresponding to neighboring bands
(the next allowed κ⊥ values, κ⊥ = ± 1R ) and for which dotted
lines are used. a) A (9,0) CNT as in Fig. 6d. b) The same
(9,0) CNT but with a more realistic value of δ, as in the cal-
culations shown in Fig. 9. c) A (12,9) CNT as in Fig. 9a. d)
A (10,10) CNT as in Fig. 9b.
VI. GENERATION OF SPIN-POLARIZED
CURRENTS
FIG. 11: a) Spin-resolved energy spectrum for the CNT
(12,9) with a length of 100 unit cells and a SOI parameter
δ of 0.013. The colors correspond to those in Fig. 10. b)
Corresponding differential conductance, where the spectrum
lines have been symmetrized due to the considered symmet-
rical voltage drop.
The presence of localized states of definite spin, suggests
the possibility of generating polarized spin currents, with
in addition a definite isospin, by exploiting the localiza-
tion phenomenon. For example, if a spin up current is
desired, one should look for CNTs such that the local-
ization onset of the K ↓ states occurs already at neg-
FIG. 12: Spin-resolved energy spectrum for (12,9) CNTs of
several lengths with a SOI characterized by the parameter
δ = 0.0028. a) A hundred unit cell long CNT, that is, about
259 nm long. b) A CNT with 200 unit cells, and thus a length
of about 518 nm. c) CNT with a length of about 1295 nm (500
unit cells). d) Evolution with the magnetic field of the band
edges for an infinite CNT. The colors correspond to those in
Fig. 10.
ative magnetic fields. This condition would lead to a
region around the Fermi energy of highly spin-up polar-
ized current for positive magnetic fields. Correspond-
ingly spin-down polarized current characterizes negative
fields. This possibility is demonstrated in Fig. 11a with
φloc(K↓) = −0.001φ0, calculated for clarity with a large
value of δ. In a wide energy window around the Fermi
energy all transport features are characterized by a spin
up, with the only exception of the states K ↓ which are
governed by wave functions decaying already exponen-
tially from the edge states as seen in Fig. 11b. We can
achieve this state also with a realistic δ by tuning the
other parameters influencing φloc, as the length of the
CNT. An example of a CNT also fulfilling these condi-
tions is for instance a (38,37) CNT with a length of 100
unit cells. Its chirality is very close to that of armchair
CNTs, which minimizes the shift ∆kc⊥, and together with
its long length allows for a localization onset of K ↓ at
negative fields. A greater length is of advantage because
for larger CNTs the onset of the localization is moved
towards smaller magnetic fields, and thus corresponds to
a smaller Zeeman shift. We can see this effect in Fig. 12,
where the spectra for (12,9) chiral CNTs with different
lengths are shown. The features of the resonances evolve
more and more towards the results expected for the in-
finite CNTs (Fig. 12d), but showing the localization in-
duced by the magnetic field at finite lengths.
Another kind of polarization shows up in these systems as
a result of the combination of the SOI and the localized
states in the magnetic field. Without the SOI we have
observed in Fig. 6c that the localizing states cross the
Fermi energy in the presence of the Zeeman effect at the
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FIG. 13: a) Evolution of the spectrum in the magnetic field
and b) differential conductance as well as c) integrated con-
ductance for a (12,9) CNT of 200 unit cells. The points
around Vb = 0 have been suppressed in order to avoid a di-
vision by zero. d) Growth with the CNT length of the sepa-
ration in magnetic flux of the conductance peaks around the
Fermi energy.
same field intensity for the K ↓ state of the conduction
band and the K ↑ state of the valence band. At this
crossing point we have therefore a mixture of spin-up
and spin-down states. The inclusion of SOI breaks the
electron-hole symmetry of this picture and this crossing
point is split into two, as the K↓ state lying closer to the
Fermi energy crosses it at a lower magnetic field than the
K↑ state. In a small bias window we thus obtain a spin-
down polarized current swapping into a spin-up polarized
current with increasing magnetic field. These two current
peaks can be resolved in the magnetic flux as seen in
Fig. 13. For negative magnetic fields both the spin and
the isospin of these states will be reversed. Fig. 13 shows
a CNT of 200 unit cells as the one described in Fig. 12b.
The distance between these peaks of polarized current is
set by the SOI parameter as well as the characteristics
of the tube, such as length, radius and chirality. This
separation of the peaks in the magnetic field will increase
with the CNT length as seen in Fig. 13d.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the energy spectrum and transport
properties of finite carbon nanotubes under a parallel
magnetic field, including spin-orbit interactions. The
spin-orbit coupling was treated following the approach
of Ando,10 but the spin quantization axis has been cho-
sen parallel to the magnetic field to conveniently incor-
porate its effects. The mixing of the pi and σ orbitals,
due to the curvature of the nanotube, is automatically
taken into account by this approach.
We derived an analytical formula for the energy spectrum
of these systems, which provides a very good matching to
the numerical calculations in its limits of validity, i.e. for
large enough radii to justify the approximations made.
For radii of about 0.4 nm the agreement is already over
90%. This analytical formula can be applied to finite-size
systems if the proper boundary conditions are imposed.
The very good results of this approach allow us to use
it as a powerful tool to gain insight into the numerical
results, as we can identify the composition of the states in
the energy spectrum without the highly costly numerical
calculation of the eigenstates. We can furthermore vary
the length of the central system at no computational cost.
The analysis of the transport properties (e.g. the dI/dV
characteristics) shows a mechanism of localization in chi-
ral and zigzag nanotubes in a parallel magnetic field. The
magnetic field modifies the boundary conditions, causing
hitherto extended states to localize near the ends of the
tubes. This localization is gradual and initially the states
involved are still conducting. But at a critical value of
the magnetic field, which depends on the nanotube chi-
rality and length, the localization is complete and the
transport is then suppressed.
Furthermore the SOI together with the Zeeman effect
introduces a spin-splitting that breaks the electron-hole
symmetry and allows the separation of polarized states.
By exploiting this effect we achieve spin polarized cur-
rents across the system. The magnetic field can thus be
used as a tool for controlling the spin and isospin of the
current through the CNT.
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Appendix A: Modification of the hopping integrals
by the SOI
In the lowest order perturbation theory the state |zj ↑y〉
is given by
|zj ↑y〉 ≈ |zj ↑y ) +
∑
α=x,y,z
s=↑y,↓y
αs6=z↑y
|αjsj ) (αjsj |Hso|zj ↑y )
εpi2p − εα2p
.
(A1)
The kets | ↑y ) and | ↓y ) are the two eigenstates of the
Pauli’s matrix σy, the normalized eigenspinors in the yj
direction which coincides with the global Y . They can
be expressed as functions of the eigenspinors in the zj
direction, the original axis of spin quantization, as:
| ↑y ) = e
iθj/2
√
2
{| ↑j ) + i| ↓j )} ,
| ↓y ) = e
−iθj/2
√
2
{| ↑j )− i| ↓j )} .
(A2)
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The action of Pauli’s spin matrices σx and σz on these
spinors produces a spin flip whereas σy conserves the
spin. Because of the orthogonality of the spin eigenstates
and the symmetry of the orbital parts of the integrals,
we can see that most terms will vanish, leaving only two
contributions:
|zj ↑y〉 ≈ |zj ↑y ) + |xj ↑y ) (xj ↑y |H
y
so|zj ↑y )
εpiσ
+ |yj ↓y ) ( yj ↓y |H
x
so|zj ↑y )
εpiσ
,
(A3)
where Hαso = ~4m2c2 (∇V × p)α σα and εpiσ = εpi2p− εσ2p >
0 is the energy difference between the pz and sp
2 orbitals,
which are building respectively the pi and σ molecular
orbitals. It can already be predicted by symmetry that
the orbital contributions of the integrals are equal, so
that we can define
εpiσδ = −i(xj ↓y |Hyso|zj ↑y ) = e−iθj ( yj ↓y |Hxso|zj ↑y ),
(A4)
in order to write the modified pi-states as
|zj ↑y〉 ≈ |zj ↑y ) + iδ|xj ↑y ) + δeiθj |yj ↓y ), (A5)
and similarly for spin down
|zj ↓y〉 ≈ |zj ↓y )− iδ|xj ↓y )− δe−iθj |yj ↑y ). (A6)
We have arrived at an expression for the perturbed or-
bitals in terms of a global spin direction. The parameter
δ contains then the measure of the strength of the intra-
atomic spin-orbit coupling.
We proceed now to calculate the modified hopping pa-
rameters between these states, which, after carrying out
the spin part of the integrals and discarding higher order
terms in δ, are given by
〈zi ↑y |H |zj ↑y〉 = ( zi|H|zj )
+iδ
{
( zi|H|xj )− (xi|H|zj )
}
,
〈zi ↓y |H |zj ↓y〉 = ( zi|H|zj )
−iδ {( zi|H|xj )− (xi|H|zj )},
〈zi ↑y |H |zj ↓y〉 = δ e−iθi( yi|H|zj )
−δ e−iθj ( zi|H|yj ),
〈zi ↓y |H |zj ↑y〉 = δ eiθj ( zi|H|yj )
−δ eiθi( yi|H|zj ). (A7)
The last two hopping integrals are the spin flipping terms,
which the SOI make possible. They are a consequence
of the spin mixing appearing in Eq. (A5) and Eq. (A6),
where we see that the states including the SOI do not
have a well-defined spin, but there is some admixture of
the opposite spin species.
In order to calculate the orbital part of the transfer inte-
grals in Eq. (A7) we observe that the hopping (αi|H|αj )
between the neighbor orbitals |αi ) and |αj ), α = x, y, z,
can be written in terms of its normal and tangential com-
ponents in the graphene plane building the nanotube, as
we have already seen in Sec. II B, for the case of |zj )
orbitals. Explicitly,
(αi|H |αj ) = V pipp n(αi) · n(αj)
+ (V σpp − V pipp)
(n(αi) ·Rji)(n(αj) ·Rji)
|Rji|2
(A8)
for generic pα orbitals.
Thus we find
( zi|H|xj ) = −(xi|H|zj ) = V pipp sin (θi − θj)
−(V σpp − V pipp)
R2
a2C
sin (θi − θj) [cos (θi − θj)− 1] ,
( zi|H|yj ) = −( yi|H|zj )
= (V σpp − V pipp)
RYji
a2C
[cos (θi − θj)− 1] ,
( zi|H|zj ) = V pipp cos (θi − θj)
−(V σpp − V pipp)
R2
a2C
[cos (θi − θj)− 1]2 , (A9)
where Yji = Yj − Yi. This directly leads us to the final
expression of the modified hopping parameters as given
in Eq. (9).
Appendix B: Approximations towards an effective
Hamiltonian
The transfer integral tl, which is a 2x2 matrix block as
the spins are no longer degenerate, can be written as
tl =
{
V pipp
[
1− 12
(
d⊥l
R
)2]
−(V σpp−V pipp) R
2
4a2
C
(
d⊥l
R
)4}(1 0
0 1
)
+ 2iδ
{
V pipp
d⊥l
R +(V
σ
pp−V pipp) R
2
2a2
C
(
d⊥l
R
)3}(1 0
0 −1
)
− 2δ(V σpp−V pipp) R2a2
C
[
1− (d
⊥
l )
2
8R2
](
d⊥l
R
)2
d
‖
l
 0 e−iθ˜
−eiθ˜ 0

(B1)
where we have defined θ˜ ≡ θi+θj2 , and d⊥l and d‖l are
the components of the dl vector in the basis
{
xˆ⊥, xˆ‖
}
of direction perpendicular and parallel to the tube axis,
see Fig. 1c. The first row in the right-hand side of
Eq. (B1) contains only spin-independent elements, the
second row groups spin-dependent terms whereas the last
one is formed by a spin-flipping term. This last term de-
pends on the local position of the interacting atoms in
the tube through the angle θ˜.
To obtain Eq. (B1) from Eq. (9) we have taken the limit
of large radii so that aC/R is a quantity small enough for
the following substitutions to be reasonable:
• θ˜(R) ≈ θ
(
Ri+Rj
2
)
. As seen in Fig. 1b this is the
case for a small enough (θi − θj) angle.
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• sin (θi − θj) ≈ Rij ·xˆ⊥R = d
⊥
l
R ,
cos (θi − θj) ≈ 1− (d
⊥
l )
2
2R2 ,
• Yij = Rij · xˆ‖ = d‖l .
We will further expand the Hamiltonian around the Dirac
points, K and K′, as we are interested in the physics
taking place around the Fermi energy. The choice of K =
4pi
3
√
3aC
(−1, 0) and K′ = 4pi
3
√
3aC
(1, 0) allows us to write the
two independent Fermi points in a compact form as τK
with τ = +1 for K and τ = −1 for K′. For the expansion
we substitute k −→ τK + κ, κ being small enough to
justify the expansion eik·dl = eiτK·dl (1 + iκ · dl).
In this way the matrix block HτAB of the Hamiltonian
reads
3∑
l=1
eik·dl
(
t↑↑ t↑↓
t↓↑ t↓↓
)
= V pipp
3aC
2
e−iτη
[ (
τκ⊥ − iκ‖
)
+
aCe
iτ3η
22R2
− V
σ
pp − V pipp
V pipp
aC
25R2
(−4eiτ3η + e−iτ3η) ](1 0
0 1
)
− V pipp
3aC
2
e−iτη
[
δ
2
R
τ + δ
V σpp − V pipp
V pipp
3
4R
τ
](
1 0
0 −1
)
− V pipp
3aC
2
e−iτη
[
δ
V σpp − V pipp
V pipp
1
4R
](
0 e−iθ˜
−eiθ˜ 0
)
(B2)
where we have kept terms up to the second order in
the variables aC/R, κ and δ and neglected higher order
terms.
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